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Workshop Feedback Form 

To give feedback on this workshop: 
http://library.duke.edu/data/feedback.html 
 



Data & GIS Services 

  Data collections, LibGuides, etc. 
http://library.duke.edu/data/ 

  Blog (tutorials, announcements, etc.) 
http://blogs.library.duke.edu/data/ 

  Walk-in consultations  
http://library.duke.edu/data/about/schedule.html 
(or by appointment – askdata@duke.edu) 

  Perkins 226 computing cluster  
http://library.duke.edu/data/about/lab.html 
(fast hardware, diverse software) 

  Additional workshops 
http://library.duke.edu/data/news/ 
(listserv – dgs-announce@duke.edu) 



FFIIGGUURREESS  



Common Issues 

  Scientific software *can* produce figures, but 
they’re not always pretty or legible 
  Often very little help/training 
  May have domain-specific expectations for how 

figures should look, what they should contain 



Basic Tips 

Make it as easy to read as possible 
  Edit (even data) for clarity of message 
  Use color effectively (and minimally) 
  Maximize contrast 
  Follow conventions for orientation, alignment 
  Don’t add superficial effects 



EEddiittiinngg 
Direct attention to the important data/trends. 
Use a reduced data set and color/contrast to help users find the 
important results. 

http://vis4.net/blog/posts/doing-the-line-charts-right/ 



CCoonnttrraasstt 

  Which elements draw the most attention? What color pops out? 
  Do the elements balance? Is there a clear organization? 
  Do contrast, grouping, and alignment serve the function of the chart? 

http://blog.xlcubed.com/2008/08/the-dashbord-squint-test/ 

Related:  
Projectors often wash out figures.  
The squint test can simulate this.  
Try high contrast designs with 
clear trends. 
 
http://shar.es/CWktB 



Text 
  Always label axes (somehow) 
  Horizontal rotation is best, especially for category labels on 

bar charts, maybe even y-axis label 

http://www.storytellingwithdata.com/2012/09/some-finer-points-of-data-visualization.html 



““RRaaiinnbbooww  CCoolloorr  MMaapp  ((SSttiillll))  CCoonnssiiddeerreedd  HHaarrmmffuull””  
  D Borland, RM Taylor, UNC-CH 

IEEE Comp Graphics & Appl, 27:2 (2007) 

CCoolloorr 
Don’t use rainbows for ordered, numerical variables. 
 

We often think that the order of  colors in our “rainbow” is easy for 
everyone to understand, but this order is not universal and will 
make figures harder to read. 



RReellaatteedd::  SSaalliieennccee 
Rainbows also cause salience problems; some colors in the inner 
part of  the rainbow “pop out” more than colors at the extremes. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nmeth.1762 http://mycarta.wordpress.com/
2012/12/21/comparing-color-palettes/ 



An extreme case 

http://www.wired.com/wiredscience/2013/09/rim-fire-map-color-scale/ 



Instead, use a single hue 

http://www.wired.com/wiredscience/2013/09/rim-fire-map-color-scale/ 



ColorBrewer 
Cynthia Brewer, PhD – Penn State 



For categorical variables: 







MMoorree  oonn  ccoolloorr 

List of good color resources: 
http://www.ifweassume.com/2012/12/colors-in-visualizations-rainbow-of.html 
http://blog.visual.ly/web-based-color-tools/ 

 
Especially, Color Brewer 2: 
http://colorbrewer2.org/ 

 
Subtleties of Color blog series by Robert Simmon: 
http://blog.visual.ly/?s=%22subtleties+of+color%22 



AAvvooiidd  ssppeecciiaall  eeffffeeccttss 

http://www.slideshare.net/jschwabish/making-excel-graphs-better/18 



http://onforb.es/MjG84K 

AAvvooiidd  tthhee  zz--aaxxiiss,,  ttoooo 
The third axis not only results in occlusion (hiding of background elements) 
but also makes it hard to compare bar heights across the perspective shift. 
Use small multiples instead. 

http://vallandingham.me/
small_multiples_with_details.html 



PPOOSSTTEERRSS  



PPUURRPPOOSSEE  

“Have one.” 
 Michael Faber 
 Duke IT Innovation Program Manager 



Purpose of a poster 

Communicate your research 
  It should attract attention (and be attractive) 
  It should communicate effectively (comfortably and 

clearly) 
  It should tell a story! 

 
The design should support these three points. 



Purpose of a poster (session) 

  Develop verbal skills 
  Network – Identify and establish academic 

contacts, collaborations & potential jobs 
  Get feedback on your work 



Design toward the session 

  Standalone and/or Accompanied 
  Level of the audience 
  Size of the session 



CCOONNTTEENNTT  

“Throwing away things is what it means 
to be a grown-up.” 

 Amanda Cox 
 Head, New York Times Graphics Department 



Simpler is better 

  Use active titles to summarize text blocks 
Instead of “Results,” say “Accuracy Varies by Color, not Shape” 

  Edit, edit, edit to reduce text  
Get down to ~500-800 words 

 
A poster is different from an academic paper; you should 
change not just the amount of text, but also the style, the 
structure, maybe even the scope of what you cover.   
 
In some poster sessions you may only have a few minutes to 
capture the attention of the passersby. 



Figures 

  See tips above! 
  Don’t be afraid to add visuals to convey even more 

of your research, to keep text blocks to a minimum 
  Keep a consistent style and color palette across all 

figures; try to complement poster theme, but 
important to keep the figures legible 



IIMMAAGGEE  RREESSOOLLUUTTIIOONN  

 



Effect of Ovariectomy on Dopamine Neuron Number and Cocaine 

Stimulated Locomotion in Rats and Mice
Amanda E. Day, Misha L. Johnson, Q. David Walker, Reynold Francis, and Cynthia M. Kuhn

Department of Pharmacology and Cancer Biology, Duke University, Durham, NC
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2” x 300 pixels/inch = 600 pixels 
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LLAAYYOOUUTT  

“Don’t fear the white space.  
  It has magical powers.” 

 Michael Faber  
 Duke IT Innovation Program Manager 
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Flow 

















TTYYPPOOGGRRAAPPHHYY  

“Or [the typographer] may work in what I call transparent or 
invisible typography. I have a book at home, of which I have 
no visual recollection whatever as far as its typography goes; 
when I think of it, all I see is the Three Musketeers and their 
comrades swaggering up and down the streets of Paris.” 

 Beatrice Warde 
 The Crystal Goblet, or Printing Should Be Invisible (1955) 



Type rules 

  Don’t use more than two font families 
  Use fonts with the right “feel” 
  All caps are hard to read 
  Limit line lengths 
  Left alignment might be easier to read 



Times&New&Roman
Optima
Baskerville
Garamond
Cambria



Helvetica
Verdana
Calibri
Gill$Sans
Corbel



Type family  
	
CONDENSED 

REGULAR 
ITALIC 

SEMIBOLD 
BOLD 

BOLD ITALIC 
  

Myriad Pro 



- Hyperpolarization decays with T1
- Limits choice of molecules to those with long T1
- Limits applications to processes that happen faster than T1
- Singlet state is a disconnected eigenstate - no available 
relaxation mechanisms.
- Offers the potential for MRI to advance as a molecular 
imaging modality
- Increases the general applicability of hyperpolarized con-
trast agents



- Hyperpolarization decays with T
1

- Limits choice of molecules to those with long T
1

- Limits applications to processes that happen faster than T
1

- Singlet state is a disconnected eigenstate - no available relax-
ation mechanisms.
- Offers the potential for MRI to advance as a molecular imaging 
modality
- Increases the general applicability of hyperpolarized contrast 
agents

1. Why Increase the 
Hyperpolarized Lifetime?



Line length and height 

  Lines should have 45-75 characters 
(wider columns get bigger text, not more words per line) 

  Longer lines need more space in between 
(good starting point for line height is “1.25” spacing in 
PPT) 



Title:'85'pt
Authors:'56'pt
Subheading:'36'pt

Body'text:'24'pt

Caption:'18'pt

Size guidelines 



text in 24 pt, 
line spacing at default, 

character count ~95 

text in 28 pt, 
line spacing at 1.25, 
character count ~80 

text in 42 pt, 
line spacing at 1.2, 

character count ~53 



2. What are Singlet States?
Consider   a   system   with  two   spin  1/2  nuclei   with    identical      
resonance frequencies. The matrix representation of the spin 
Hamiltonian is not diagonal in the Zeeman product basis,                 
indicating that the Zeeman product states |!!>, |!">, |"!> and 
|""> are not all eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, H. By selecting a 
different basis, called the singlet-triplet basis, the Hamiltonian is 
diagonalized. The triplet states are:

|T
+1

>=  |!!>
|T

0 
> =  1/!!"|!">+ |"!>)

|T
-1

> = |"">
And the singlet state is:
|S

0
> = 1/!!"|!">- |"!>)

The  important  feature of this  system  is that the singlet state   is 
a completely disconnected eigenstate [3]. 

<S
0
|H|T

0
> = 1/2(<!"| - |"!>) H (<!"| + |"!>) = 0

Thus,  populations in the singlet state are trapped and there are 
no allowed transitions in or out of the singlet state.  The result         
is that hyperpolarized populations in the singlet state are      
stored and their lifetime increased.
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CCOOLLOORR  



Theme 

  Pick two or three main colors that complement each 
other to add visual interest 
  Maintain high visual contrast throughout 
  Do not use a background image 









visual  contrast



Blue  on  black  
doesn’t  work  well



Yellow  on  white  
is  even  worse















SSOOFFTTWWAARREE  



PowerPoint 

CCoommmmoonn  IIssssuueess  
 
  Slide size 
  Text box size, autofit, position, margins 
  Paragraph indentation, line spacing 

http://guides.library.duke.edu/poster_software 



Other Software 

  Publishing, Graphics Tools 
  Adobe Illustrator or InDesign 
  Microsoft Publisher 
  QuarkXPress 
  Scribus 
  Inkscape 

  Other Presentation Tools 
  Keynote 
  OpenOffice Impress 
  Prezi 

https://wiki.duke.edu/display/OITSLP/Adobe+Alternatives 



Resources 
  LibGuide · http://guides.library.duke.edu/visualcomm 
  Michael Faber talk · Design for Non-Designers, Visualization Friday Forum, 29 Mar 

2013 · http://vis.duke.edu/FridayForum/13Spring.html · http://bit.ly/14oxuIO 
  Better Posters · http://betterposters.blogspot.com/ 
  Designing Conference Posters ·  

http://colinpurrington.com/tips/academic/posterdesign 
  Pimp My Poster · http://www.flickr.com/groups/pimpmyposter/pool/ 
  Lynda.com · http://oit.duke.edu/comp-print/training/online/lynda.php 
  Duke MPS · http://oit.duke.edu/comp-print/labs/mps/index.php 
  Cornell doc · http://www.cns.cornell.edu/documents/ScientificPosters.pdf 
  Adobe Kuler · http://kuler.adobe.com/ 
  Colorbrewer · http://colorbrewer2.org/ 



Reminder: 
Workshop Feedback Form 
To give feedback on this workshop: 
http://library.duke.edu/data/feedback.html 
 


